
How to Protect
Your Building 
and Business



Perfect Restoration is a
remediation and restoration
company after a fire, smoke,
water, and mold damage
We are in the business of
helping people on possibly one
of the worst days of their lives
by providing compassion for
the client and their disaster
emergencies such as fire,
smoke, water, and mold
damage. The incident causes
loss of memories, time with
family for individuals, and loss
of business and income for a
company



Institute of Inspection Restoration Cleaning, 
our industry’s leader in setting the standards, guidelines,

education, and certifications
https://iicrc.org/

 -NY State and NYC 
mold remediation licenses

 
-Restoration technicians should

 be are certified by IICRC

-Confirm 24-hour service provider
and not just answering service



Action Plan for any emergency
situation

Select a reputable restoration company with whom you 
have a relationship with, not just a panicked Google search

Before any loss, make an on-site visit to familiarize
themselves with the building: shut 

off valves and risk points

Quick reference call list for the fire department, electrical, gas, 
water, and restoration company



Fire will set off fire sprinklers

and call the firefighters with

their “big guns”

water damage

quickly it can lead to mold 

smoke and soot 



Many times after a fire orMany times after a fire or
storm is over...storm is over...  

secure damage, plywoodsecure damage, plywood
windows, tarping,windows, tarping,  
replacing doors and locksreplacing doors and locks
deter vandalism anddeter vandalism and  

            Broken windows,Broken windows,  
            busted doors,busted doors,  
            holes in the roof...holes in the roof...  

          further damagefurther damage





Checking for mold should be part of your 

Use your senses and listen to your body:

eyes, nose, throat itching

       weekly building walkthrough and checklist

Air testing from a reputable environmental

company

In the State of NY, the remediation company

      cannot take air or item testing; it is a conflict                         

      of interest

MOLDMOLDMOLD

Address mitigation ASAP, you as the policy

holder have the duty to mitigate damages from

further disrepair 

Follow protocol noted in the environmental

company's mold report

IICRC Certified 



Thank you!
LET'S PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT.
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845-521-2546


